
35th Petrozavodsk Programming Camp, Summer 2018

Day 5: Warsaw U Contest, XVIII Open Cup named after E.V. Pankratiev Onsite, Sunday, August 26, 2018

Problem G. Homework
Input file: standard input

Output file: standard output

Time limit: 20 seconds
Memory limit: 512 mebibytes

Mrs Byterina, a teacher in the Elementary School no. 64 in the East Bitshire, gave the following homework
to her pupils recently. The children had to note temperature for the n next days, and collect the results
afterwards to write them in a row.

Unfortunately, the day before the deadline of the homework, it turned out that only Alina diligently
performed the task. Kate, a friend of Alina, asked her to share her results. Alina reluctantly agreed,
but she ordered Kate to change results a bit, so that they did not look the same. So Kate copied Alina’s
results, except of one of them, which she made up by herself (Kate did not bother to check whether the
temperature that she made up was actually di↵erent than that collected by Alina, well...). Next, Wojtek
copied the results from Kate, and again made up exactly one of the results by himself. Matthew copied
from Wojtek, Martin from Matthew, Lidia from Martin, and so on. In the end, all pupils had their very
own results!

Mrs Byterina has just collected homeworks of the whole class. She has decided that she will grade the
results at home and now she will just organize them. She would like to order them in the lexicographical
order – a homework A should be placed before B if at the leftmost position where these homeworks di↵er,
the temperature in the homework A is lower than that in the homework B.

In what order Mrs Byterina should put the homeworks?

Input

The first line of the input contains two integers n,m (1  n  500 000, 2  m  500 000) denoting the
number of days for which the children measured the temperature and the number of pupils, respectively.
The children are numbered 1 through m.

The next line contains n integers t1, . . . , tn – the consecutive measurements performed by Alina. We
assume that Alina has number 1 (0  ti  109).

Each of the next m � 1 lines contains two integers pi, xi (1  pi  n, 0  xi  109); the i-th of these
rows denotes that a person i+1 copied their results from the person i, changing the data from the pi-th
day to xi.

Output

You should output exactly one line containing m space-separated integers – the order of the homeworks
after organizing them. Specifically, if the i-th of these numbers is equal to ui, this denotes that the
homework of the child ui is the i-th in the order after organizing the homeworks.

If two children have handed the same results, the homework of the child with a smaller number should
appear earlier in the sought order.
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Example

standard input standard output
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